
Software Engineer

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Programming Languages | Python 3, JavaScript ES6+, SQL, HTML5, CSS

System Design | Microservices, Domain-driven design, Message passing, Event sourcing

Back-End | FastAPI, Django 4, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, RabbitMQ, CI/CD

Front-End | DOM manipulation, Websockets, React

RELEVANT PROJECTS

Full Stack Software Engineer | NerdyBytes - Flashcard App
|https://gitlab.com/nerdybytes/nerdy-bytes| FastAPI, PostgreSQL,
Javascript, Python, React, CSS, Material UI
An application to create custom made flash cards for all subjects with a feature to connect and communicate with other users.

Full Stack Software Engineer | Moto Car Dealership
|https://gitlab.com/kimpeaches/project-beta | Django, Javascript,
Python, React, CSS
A task management application for the smooth handling of sales and service appointments within an automotive dealership.

Software Engineer | TravelBuddy Planner |
https://gitlab.com/kimpeaches/project-alpha-apr| Django, Python,
CSS, HTML
A unified application for managing and planning your travel itineraries

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Kimchi Studio | Freelance Web Developer -

AOC, Inc. | Human Resource Administrator -

Kim Reyes

347-604-5055 kreyes@kimchi.consulting Bay Point, CA gitlab.com/kimpeaches

linkedin.com/in/kreyesconsulting/

Nov '23

Implemented FastAPI for seamless communication between frontend and backend.•

Ensured data security through encryption techniques for user information.•

Led the development of the real-time chat feature, allowing users to communicate seamlessly within the app•

Designed a visually engaging application with responsive design using React, CSS, JavaScript, and Bootstrap•

Oct '23

Developed backend endpoints and handled authentication using Python and Django to ensure both application security and 

functionality

•

Collaborated with a pair programmer to implement RESTful API patterns, to guarantee streamlined communication between the 

backend and frontend

•

Integrated Material UI, Bootstrap to create an intuitive and visually appealing interface.•

Sep '23

Created an interactive and adaptable front-end utilizing HTML and CSS•

Securely executed CRUD operations with user authentication and role-based access control•

Constructed Django models to establish the data structure and compartmentalize user data•

Aug '22 Present

Delivered custom web solutions to clients, collaborating closely to meet their specific needs and goals•

Designed a visually appealing and user-friendly websites using HTML, CSS, and Webflow for website creation, while ensuring websites 

were responsive and cross-browser compatible

•

Oct '19 Aug '23

Successfully recruited and hired 3-4 applicants per week to maintain optimal nurse staffing levels across all bay area counties•
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AOC, Inc.|Care Coordinator -

EDUCATION

Hack Reactor | Advanced Software Engineering Certificate -

University of Santo Tomas| Bachelor of Science in Hospitality and
Tourism Management

-

Established strategic partnerships between the company and multiple staffing agencies, resulting in successful outsourcing of clinicians•

Oct '15 Oct '19

Achieved a significant 30% increase in patient census by implementing effective strategies and initiatives•

Streamlined admissions, onboarding, & registration procedures, efficiently processing 2000+ admissions•

Resolved complex healthcare situations within 24 hours by assessing the situation, consulting with the primary care team and sending 

the assigned clinician immediately to ensure optimal patient care

•

Aug '23 Dec '23

Full Stack Web Development•

Data Structures and Algorithms•

Real-time Web Applications•

Software Architecture and Design Patterns•

Agile Development and Project Management•

Security in Web Development•

Jun '10 Mar '14

Tourism Industry Trends and Technology Integration•

Customer Relationship Management in the Service Sector•

Event Planning and Management•


